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Abstract

Cortical neuronal circuits along the sensorimotor pathways are shaped by experience during critical periods of
heightened plasticity in early postnatal development. After closure of critical periods, measured histologically by
the formation and maintenance of extracellular matrix structures called perineuronal nets (PNNs), the adult mouse
brain exhibits restricted plasticity and maturity. Mature PNNs are typically considered to be stable structures that
restrict synaptic plasticity on cortical parvalbumin1 (PV1) GABAergic neurons. Changes in environment (i.e., novel
behavioral training) or social contexts (i.e., motherhood) are known to elicit synaptic plasticity in relevant neural cir-
cuitry. However, little is known about concomitant changes in the PNNs surrounding the cortical PV1 GABAergic
neurons. Here, we show novel changes in PNN density in the primary somatosensory cortex (SS1) of adult female
mice after maternal experience [called surrogate (Sur)], using systematic microscopy analysis of a whole brain re-
gion. On average, PNNs were increased in the right barrel field and decreased in the left forelimb regions.
Individual mice had left hemisphere dominance in PNN density. Using adult female mice deficient in methyl-CpG-
binding protein 2 (MECP2), an epigenetic regulator involved in regulating experience-dependent plasticity, we
found that MECP2 is critical for this precise and dynamic expression of PNN. Adult naive Mecp2-heterozygous
(Het) females had increased PNN density in specific subregions in both hemispheres before maternal experience,
compared with wild-type (WT) littermate controls. The laterality in PNN expression seen in naive Het (NH) was lost
after maternal experience in Sur Het (SH) mice, suggesting possible intact mechanisms for plasticity. Together, our
results identify subregion and hemisphere-specific alterations in PNN expression in adult females, suggesting ex-
tracellular matrix plasticity as a possible neurobiological mechanism for adult behaviors in rodents.
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Significance Statement

Perineuronal nets (PNNs) are extracellular matrix structures that surround cortical parvalbumin1 (PV1) fast
spiking GABAergic interneurons and synapses. They have long been considered stable structures that re-
strict synaptic plasticity. Removal of PNNs by enzymes reactivates plasticity in the rodent visual and audi-
tory cortices and in the amygdala. However, it is currently unknown whether PNNs in adult brains undergo
changes in expression under normal physiological conditions, similar to synaptic plasticity mechanisms. If
they do, PNNs may not be very stable structures as they are perceived. We provide evidence that mature
PNNs in the adult mouse primary somatosensory cortex (SS1) show dynamic expression changes in a hemi-
sphere-specific, subregion-specific manner after maternal experience and are regulated by methyl-CpG-
binding protein 2 (MECP2).
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Introduction
Perineuronal nets (PNNs) are specialized extracellular

matrix structures that can act as physical barriers or
modulators of plasticity, restrict axon regeneration, and
form molecular brakes that actively control synaptic
maturation and the function of cortical parvalbumin1
(PV1) GABAergic interneurons that drive g oscillations
(Nakagawa et al., 1986; Kosaka and Heizmann, 1989;
Hartig et al., 1992; Bartos et al., 2002; Deepa et al.,
2002; Pizzorusso et al., 2002, 2006; Dityatev et al.,
2007; Frischknecht et al., 2009; Sugiyama et al., 2009;
Gundelfinger et al., 2010; Durand et al., 2012; Orlando
et al., 2012; Suttkus et al., 2012; Donato et al., 2013; Vo
et al., 2013; Ye and Miao, 2013; Krishnan et al., 2015,
2017; Bernard and Prochiantz, 2016; Carstens et al.,
2016; de Winter et al., 2016; Begum and Sng, 2017; Hou
et al., 2017; Kalemaki et al., 2018; Ueno et al., 2018;
Sigal et al., 2019). In rodents, mature PNNs in the adult
cortex are thought to be stable structures, inhibitory to
plasticity, and perhaps play roles in long-term memory
such as “engrams” (Gogolla et al., 2009; Carstens et al.,
2016; Thompson et al., 2018). However, most of these
observations are based on postnatal cortical develop-
ment (when typical connections in neural circuitry are
still forming) and models for neurobiological disorders
(where neural circuitry development and function have
gone awry). Currently, it is unclear whether changes in
adult PNN expression occur under normal conditions
and behavioral contexts.
PNNs are composed of chondroitin sulfate proteogly-

cans, hyaluronan glycosaminoglycan chains, link proteins
and tenascin-R (Bignami et al., 1992; Carulli et al., 2007;
Kwok et al., 2010; Miyata and Kitagawa, 2017). Wisteria
floribunda agglutinin (WFA) is commonly used as a marker
for PNNs in the cortex and other brain regions (Hartig et
al., 1992; Brückner et al., 1996). WFA specifically binds to
N-acetyl galactosamine found on most chondroitin sulfate

side chains of chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans. In ro-
dents, WFA-labeled PNNs are localized predominantly
around soma and proximal dendrites of PV1 GABAergic
interneurons of the mature cortex. They interdigitate with
synaptic contacts on cortical PV1 GABAergic neurons
and regulate experience-dependent synaptic plasticity in
the cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala (Gogolla et al.,
2009; Miyata et al., 2012; Krishnan et al., 2015, 2017;
Cattaud et al., 2018; Murthy et al., 2019; Sigal et al.,
2019).
In the human brain, decreased numbers of PNNs are

associated with pathologic conditions such as de-
creased memory and motor agility (Morawski et al.,
2004; Brückner et al., 2008; Cabungcal et al., 2013;
Pantazopoulos et al., 2015; Enwright et al., 2016). Mouse
models for varying neurologic disorders show abnormal/
atypical expression of PNNs which, when removed, can
greatly improve the associated pathology or behavioral
readouts in these models (Berretta et al., 2015; Pizzo et
al., 2016; Krishnan et al., 2017; Reinhard et al., 2019).
We have previously shown that precocious or atypical
expression of PNNs caused sensory processing deficits
in developing male or adult female mouse models for
Rett syndrome, respectively (Krishnan et al., 2015,
2017). Rett syndrome is a neuropsychiatric disorder pre-
dominantly caused by mutations in the X-linked gene,
methyl-CpG-binding protein 2 (MECP2; Amir et al.,
1999). MECP2 regulates neuronal chromatin architecture
and gene transcription in response to neural activity and
experience during postnatal life (Zhou et al., 2006;
Chahrour et al., 2008; Skene et al., 2010; Ebert et al.,
2013; Becker et al., 2016). The known cellular function of
MECP2 and the characteristic timing of disease progres-
sion led us to hypothesize that MECP2 regulates experi-
ence-dependent plasticity in specific neural circuits
during windows of enhanced sensory and social experi-
ence throughout life; disruptions in timing of these plas-
ticity mechanisms results in atypical responses in
behavior. We previously tested this hypothesis using a
pup retrieval task in the alloparental care paradigm
(Krishnan et al., 2017).
Parenting is an ethologically relevant social behavior

consisting of stereotypic components involving the care
and nourishment of young. First-time dams seek and
gather wandering/scattered pups back to the nest (pup
retrieval), an essential aspect of maternal care. Pup re-
trieval involves processing of primary sensory cues (audi-
tory, tactile, olfactory) to direct efficient searching and
gathering of pups with goal-directed movements back to
the nest (Beach and Jaynes, 1956; Stern, 1996; Lonstein
et al., 2015). Virgin female mice (naive) with no previous
maternal experience can execute efficient pup retrieval
after co-housing [surrogates (Sur)] with a first-time mother
and her pups (Cohen et al., 2011a). This assay allows for
interrogation of adult experience-dependent plasticity
mechanisms as well as likely non-hormonal, epigenetic
mechanisms involving the sensory and motor neural cir-
cuits (Stolzenberg and Champagne, 2016). The role of the
auditory cortex in pup retrieval and maternal experience is
a topic of investigation in many labs (Stiebler et al., 1997;
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Galindo-Leon et al., 2009; Cohen et al., 2011a; Marlin et
al., 2015). They continue to contribute to the understand-
ing of how relevant sensory cues are processed in the ma-
ternal brain.
Previously, we found that atypical increase in PNN ex-

pression in the auditory cortex of Mecp2-heterozygous
(Het) females caused inefficient pup retrieval (Krishnan et
al., 2017). However, we did not find discernable changes
in PNN density in the wild-type (WT) auditory cortex after
successful completion of the pup retrieval task. On the
one hand, as PNNs are considered barriers to plasticity,
we anticipated reduction in PNN expression in WT that
could facilitate efficient retrieval. On the other hand, there
are no known reports of reduction in PNN expression in
normal adult WT brains. Here, we seek to answer whether
mature PNNs are maintained as stable structures or
undergo dynamic expression changes in the primary so-
matosensory cortex (SS1) of adult female mice after ma-
ternal experience. We focused on the SS1 due to its
known roles in tactile sensation, which is also important
for efficient pup retrieval (Kenyon et al., 1981; Morgan et
al., 1992; Feldman and Brecht, 2005; Brecht, 2007). By
using WFA as a marker and whole-brain analysis of SS1,
we find that mature PNNs in adult SS1 (1) are differentially
expressed in a hemisphere-specific and subregion-spe-
cific manner; (2) show dynamic expression changes after
maternal experience; and (3) are influenced by MECP2, a
DNA methylation reader/epigenetic regulator of chromatin
and gene expression.

Materials and Methods
Animals
All experiments were performed in adult female mice (10–

12weeks old) that were maintained on a 12/12 h light/dark
cycle (lights on 07 A.M.) and received food ad libitum.
Genotypes used were CBA/CaJ, Mecp2Het (C57BL/6 back-
ground; B6.129P2(C)-Mecp2tm1.1Bird/J) and Mecp2WT-sib-
lings (Guy et al., 2001). All procedures were conducted in
accordance with the National Institutes of Health’s Guide for
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and approved by
the University of Tennessee-Knoxville Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee.

Pup retrieval behavior
Pup retrieval behavior was performed as previously de-

scribed (Krishnan et al., 2017; Fig. 1A). Briefly, we housed
two virgin female mice (one Mecp2WT and one Mecp2Het

termed “naive,” NW and NH, respectively) with a first-time
pregnant CBA/CaJ female beginning 1–5d before birth.
Upon cohousing, the two naive mice are now termed Sur
(SW for Sur Mecp2WT and SH for Sur Mecp2Het). Pup re-
trieval behavior started on the day the pups were born
(postnatal day 0; D0) as follows for each adult Sur mouse:
(1) habituation phase, one adult mouse was habituated
with three to five pups in the home cage for 5min; (2) iso-
lation phase, pups were removed from the cage for 2min;
and (3) retrieval phase, pups were returned to home cage,
one placed at each corner and at the center (the nest was
left empty if there were fewer than five pups). Each adult

female had maximum of 10min to gather the pups to the
original nest. After testing, all animals and pups were re-
turned to the home cage. The same procedure was per-
formed again daily to day 5. All behaviors were performed
in the dark, during the light cycle (between 9 A.M. and
6 P.M.) and were video recorded.

Immunohistochemistry
Immediately after the behavioral trial on day 5, Sur mice

as well as a set of corresponding naive Mecp2WT and
Mecp2Het mice were perfused with 4% paraformalde-
hyde/PBS, and brains were extracted and postfixed over-
night at 4°C. Brains were then treated with 30% sucrose/
PBS overnight at room temperature (RT) and sectioned in
sagittal orientation using a freezing microtome at 70mm.
Free-floating brain sections were immunostained at RT as
previously described in Krishnan et al. (2017), with a few
modifications. Briefly, sections were blocked in 10% nor-
mal goat serum and 0.5% Triton X-100 for 3 h, then incu-
bated with biotin-conjugated WFA Lectin (labels PNNs;
1:500; Sigma-Aldrich) and rabbit MECP2 primary anti-
body (1:1000; Cell Signaling) overnight at RT in a 5% nor-
mal goat serum and 0.25% Triton X-100 solution. Then,
sections were incubated for 4 h with Alexa Fluor 488 and
Texas-Red secondary antibodies (1:1000; Invitrogen) in
a 5% normal goat serum and 0.25% Triton X-100 solu-
tion. Finally, sections were counterstained with the nu-
clear marker, DAPI (1:1000) for 5min, and mounted in
Fluoromount-G (Southern Biotech).

Image acquisition and analysis
To analyze PNNs, 10� single-plane PNN images of the

entire SS1 from each brain slice were acquired on a mo-
torized stage, epifluorescent microscope (Keyence BZ-
X710; Keyence Corp.) and stitched using BZ-X Analyzer
(Keyence; Fig. 1B). Our initial observation of PNN intensity
showed that SH had the most intense fluorescent signal
in SS1. Thus, imaging settings were established based on
SH within each cohort of mice, to minimize overexposure.
The light exposure time for fluorescent signal acquisition
was identified by finding the exposure time where a satu-
rated pixel first appears within frame, then decreasing the
exposure time by 1 unit, according to software specifica-
tions. This exposure time determination method was ap-
plied to all brain sections of SH in each cohort and the
mean exposure time was calculated and used for final
image acquisition within each cohort.
For PNN image analysis, each stitched image was

opened in ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012). Then, SS1 and
somatosensory subregion areas were (1) mapped by
overlaying templates from Paxinos and Franklin’s The
Mouse Brain, fourth edition (Paxinos and Franklin, 2013),
(2) outlined, and (3) measured using the functions in
ImageJ. To count high-intensity mature PNNs, the
Contrast setting from the browser was set to the far right
to threshold weaker signals. The remaining signals were
manually quantified under the classification that a “ma-
ture” PNN is at least 80% of its original shape (before con-
trast adjustment). Detailed protocol for mapping and
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counting procedures are now available at dx.doi.org/
10.17504/protocols.io.bcf8itrw. All statistical analyses
and graphs were generated using GraphPad Prism.
For MECP2 expression analysis, a portion of SS1 region

was imaged using 20� objective and Keyence micro-
scope, with tiled and stacks of 11 images, which were
then collapsed and stitched using the Keyence stitch
function. Imaging settings were based on left hemisphere
of one brain and applied to the right hemisphere of the
same brain. Measurement of MECP2 intensity was per-
form using ImageJ as follows: (1) for each tiled projection
image, a region of interest (ROI) box of 1.5 mm (rostral-
caudal) � 0.5 mm (dorsal-ventral) to select a large portion
of SS1, which covers Layers II/III–V where most of the
PNNs are localized; (2) individual intensity values were ac-
quired and saved by selecting Analyze, Tools and Save
XY Coordinates; and (3) exported Excel values were
sorted and percentage cumulative frequency distribution
were calculated using Microsoft Excel and GraphPad
Prism (version 8).

Principal component analysis (PCA) on PNN density
We used PNN densities (counts per area) for the entire

SS1 across all individuals in the five cohorts. If multiple
sections per map number were present, values were
averaged across sections to give a single density. In the
first PCA, to determine whether the PNN patterns segre-
gated primarily by cohort or (genotype and experience),
we kept the data for each individual animal separate and
averaged PNN densities across every set of two adjacent
map regions. Because the scale of raw numbers varied
so widely between individual animals, we next median
normalized PNN densities within each animal. To do this,
we calculate the median PNN density across all map
numbers for each individual. Then, each individual PNN
density for each map number of that individual was di-
vided by (“normalized by”) this median. Finally, these
median normalized densities were averaged across all
individuals in the same condition. This method of

normalization accounts for the variability in the median
across cohorts within the same condition. Some regions
for some individuals had no data, and, because PCA
does not tolerate missing data, we imputed these miss-
ing values by using the average median normalized val-
ues for that region from animals in other cohorts in the
same condition. By running PCA in R, we obtained a
weight for each map number showing the highest var-
iance patterns in PNN densities across the individual ani-
mals. We then calculated the projection of each animal
onto principle components 1 and 2. K-means clustering
was used to calculate the two most evident clusters in
this PCA space.
In the second PCA, to determine the major PNN density

patterns that distinguish genotypes and experience con-
ditions, we left data for each map number separate, but
averaged the median normalized PNN densities across
the five cohorts for each condition. We then performed
PCA to determine the major patterns that distinguish
these conditions.

Results
PNN density changes across somatosensory cortical
maps
As somatosensation during pup retrieval primarily in-

volves facial/snout areas in Sur (non-lactating adult fe-
males; Morgan et al., 1992; Stern, 1996; Lonstein and
Stern, 1997), we present data collected from the somato-
sensory cortical regions involved in processing tactile
stimuli in the alloparental care paradigm (Fig. 1A).
According to Paxinos and Franklin’s atlas (fourth edition),
there are eight different anatomic somatosensory cortical
subregions [S1; S1 barrel field (S1BF), S1 dysgranular
zone (S1DZ), S1 fore limb (S1FL), S1 jaw (S1J), S1 upper
lip (S1ULp), S1 trunk (S1Tr), S1 hindlimb (S1HL) and un-
defined somatosensory cortex S1], here collectively
called SS1 (Paxinos and Franklin, 2013). To determine
how PNN expression changes across the different SS1

Figure 1. Schema representing behavioral and histology pipeline. (A) (Left) Alloparental behavioral model in mice. Pregnant CBA/
CaJ female (grey mouse) is cohoused with adult female naïve WT and naïve Het littermate controls, which changes their status to
surrogates, 3-5 days before birth of pups. Once pups are born, pup retrieval assay is performed with the surrogates from day 0 (D0)
to 5 (D5). (Center) After behavioral experiments on D5, surrogate mice and age-matched naïve counterparts are perfused, their
brains extracted, and sectioned as a single cohort. (Right) Standard immunostaining and imaging with epifluorescent slide scanner
are performed, to image and analyze PNNs, as elaborated in Methods. (B) Schema of mouse brain sections cut in sagittal orienta-
tion, depicting all medial (2.28 mm, corresponding to map number 120) to lateral (3.72 mm, corresponding to map number 132) re-
gions of SS1 analyzed for this study. Coordinate maps are based on Paxinos and Franklin’s mouse brain atlas, 4th edition.
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subregions, we took a systematic approach covering the
whole SS1, rather than the standard approach of analyz-
ing “representative sample sections” (Fig. 1B). We ana-
lyzed 40–60 sagittal brain sections (at 70 mm each, both
left and right hemispheres) per animal, in five biological
replicates across four conditions [naive WT (NW), naive
Het (NH), Sur WT (SW), Sur Het (SH); Fig. 1A], as qualita-
tive regional differences in PNN density were observed in
pilot studies in our lab. The SS1 subregions are repre-
sented by map numbers 120–132, corresponding to lat-
eral coordinates 2.28 mm (medial region) to 3.72 mm
(lateral region), which encompass;1.5 mm of one mouse
brain hemisphere.
PNN expression is predominantly found in deeper

Layers IV, V, and VI in the adult SS1 in both NW (Fig. 2A)
and SW mice (Fig. 2B,C). Across the five cohorts, PNN
density (as measured by high-intensity PNN counts over

area) was not significantly different between NW and SW
across the whole SS1 (Fig. 2D). However, we noticed a
wide range of distribution of PNN density within individual
animals across the cohorts (Fig. 2D). In order to determine
the source of such variability, we parsed the data accord-
ing to hemispheres (Fig. 2E), across the lateral-medial
axis (Fig. 3) and by subregions (Fig. 4). No significant dif-
ference was observed in PNN density between the left
and right hemispheres of NW (Fig. 2E); however, the right
hemisphere of SW (SW-R) had higher PNN density than
the left hemisphere (SW-L; Fig. 2B,C,E), suggesting that
higher PNN density in the SW-R SS1 might consolidate
new tactile information related to the pups and/or the
mother.
PNN density is PNN expression counts over area.

Overall, SS1 area of the SW is significantly increased,
compared with NW (Fig. 2F); however, that increase was

Figure 2. Surrogate Mecp2WT (Wild type) mice exhibit hemisphere specific increase in PNN density in the primary somatosensory
cortex (SS1). (A-C) Representative epifluorescent images of PNN expression in SS1 of naïve WT (NW) (A) as well as left (L) (B) and
right (R) (C) hemispheres of surrogate WT (SW). Layers 1 through 6 are outlined. CP = caudate putamen and cc = corpus callosum.
Arrows indicate examples of high-intensity PNNs analyzed for the study. Inset in A shows magnified PNN structures in the box. (D)
Combined hemisphere analysis of the density of high-intensity PNNs was not significantly different between NW and SW (NW: n =
123 images; SW: n = 162; Mann-Whitney test, p. 0.05). (E) Separate analysis of left and right hemisphere revealed a significant in-
crease of high-intensity PNNs in the right hemisphere of SW (SW-R; n = 81 images) compared to the left hemisphere of SW (SW-L;
n = 81 images) (Kruskal-Wallis followed by Dunn’s test, pp, 0.05), while no significant difference was observed between hemi-
spheres of NW (NW-L: n = 59 images; NW-R: n = 64 images; Mann-Whitney test, p > 0.05). (F,G) Size of SS1 was overall signifi-
cantly larger in SW compared to NW (F) (NW: n = 123 images; SW: n = 162 images; Mann-Whitney test, pp, 0.05). Enlargement of
SS1 in SW occurred in the left hemisphere (G) (NW-L: n = 59 images, NW-R: n = 64 images; SW-L: n = 81 images; SW-R: n = 81 im-
ages; Kruskal-Wallis followed by Dunn’s test, ppp, 0.01). For D-G, n.s. = not significant. Different colors represent each of the five
cohorts. Each open circle represents PNN density in an individual brain section.
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not specific to a particular hemisphere within experimen-
tal condition (NW-L vs NW-R; SW-L vs SW-R; Fig. 2G).
There is a small but significant area increase in SW-L,
compared with left hemisphere of NW (Fig. 2G). Thus,
the increased PNN density in the SW-R is mainly due
to the PNN expression, and not due to the change in
area.
Next, we plotted PNN density in individual sections

across the lateral-medial axis (Fig. 3). We observed the in-
dividual variability in sections across map numbers in
both NW and SW (Fig. 3A). In line with Figure 2D, we did
not see any significant differences between NW and SW
in the medial-lateral axis (light blue lines across multiple
map number subdivisions). However, PNN density is sig-
nificantly higher in the two most lateral sections compared
with the two most medial sections within conditions (gray
p value for NW, black p value for SW). Furthermore, NW
had similar PNN density between left (gray) and right
(black) hemispheres across the medial-lateral axis (Fig.
3B, light blue lines), with the more lateral regions of right
NW having slightly but significantly higher PNN density
compared with its medial regions (black p value). SW
showed many sections across the medial-lateral axis with
higher PNN density in the right hemisphere (black) than
the left hemisphere (gray), particularly in the most medial
sections (Fig. 3C, blue line). Within hemisphere, lateral re-
gions of SW-L had significantly higher PNN density than

its medial regions (gray p value), while there was no differ-
ence between these regions in SW-R (black p value).
These findings indicate differential PNN expression in a
position-specific, hemisphere-specific manner in the SS1
in both NW and SW.

Changes in PNN density are SS1 subregion specific
Next, we examined whether specific subregions of

SS1 were particularly plastic for PNN density between
NW and SW. We observed no significant differences in
PNN density in subregions S1BF, S1DZ, and S1FL when
aggregating both hemispheres (Fig. 4A–C). For S1BF, a
region well studied for whisker activity that contributes
to tactile sensation, PNN density increased significantly
and specifically in the right hemisphere for SW, com-
pared with NW (Fig. 4A’). This result suggests that in-
creased PNN density in the right hemisphere of S1BF
could be a potential site for consolidation of tactile sen-
sory information relevant for executing efficient pup re-
trieval. Contrary to the pattern in S1BF, S1DZ, and S1FL
regions showed increased PNN density in the SW-R,
compared with its SW-L (Fig. 4B’,C’). S1DZ has been im-
plicated in proprioceptive functions, such as the move-
ment of joints and stretch of muscle receptors (Chapin
and Lin, 1984; Welker et al., 1984; Lee and Kim, 2012;
Shin Yim et al., 2017); while S1FL is the sensory

Figure 3. Dynamic changes in PNN density across medial-lateral axis of both naïve and surrogate WT SS1. (A) Distribution of com-
bined PNN density from left and right hemispheres of SS1 revealed an increase of PNN density in lateral sections compared to the
medial sections of the same condition. Statistical analysis revealed significant differences between the combined two most medial
regions and the combined two most lateral regions within conditions (grey p value denotes NW: n = 22 images for medial, 28 images
for lateral; black p value denotes SW: n = 37 images for medial, 37 images for lateral). This medial-lateral comparison analysis
method also applies to all subsequent figure panels. No significant difference in PNN density was found between conditions, repre-
sented by the light blue lines. Statistical analysis of the most medial region was a combined of 4 map numbers (NW: n = 40 images;
SW: n = 62 images), middle region was a combined of 4 map numbers (NW: n = 32 images; SW: n = 46 images) and most lateral re-
gion was a combined of 5 map numbers (NW: n = 52 images; SW: n = 56 images). This sub-regional comparison method also ap-
plies to all subsequent figure panels. N = 5-24 images per map number. (B) Analysis of the right hemisphere in NW revealed that
lateral sections had significantly higher density than the medial sections (NW-R, black p value; n = 14 images for medial, 15 images
for lateral). In the left hemisphere, NW-L did not show any significant difference in medial-lateral axis (grey p value; n = 8 images for
medial, 13 images for lateral). Across the subregions in the medial-lateral axis, there was no significant difference between the hemi-
spheres in NW (blue lines; medial-NW: n = 18 images for L, 22 images for R; middle-NW: n = 15 images for L, 18 images for R; lat-
eral-NW: n = 26 images per hemisphere). (C) A different pattern of hemisphere-specific differences was observed in SW. SW-R did
not have significant differences between medial and lateral sections, while SW-L did (grey p value denotes SW-L: n = 20 images for
medial, 17 images for lateral; black p value denotes SW-R: n = 17 images for medial, 20 images for lateral). While PNN density did
not differ between SW-L and SW-R in middle and lateral regions, SW-R exhibited significantly higher PNN density in the medial re-
gions than SW-L (medial-SW: n = 28 images for L, 34 images for R; middle-SW: n = 24 images for L, 22 images for R; lateral-SW: n
= 30 images for L, 26 images for R). For A-C, lines represent the mean values. Each dot represents PNN density in an individual sec-
tion. Mann-Whitney test: pp, 0.05, n.s. = not significant, 5 mice per condition. For B and C, n = 1–13 images per map number.
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representation of the forepaw. Currently, the roles of
these regions and PNN contribution in maternal behavior
is unclear. Other brain regions (S1ULp, S1J, and S1)
showed no changes after surrogacy, which further high-
lights S1BF as a potential site for learning consolidation
(Table 1). In analyzing left hemisphere-specific data,
there was a significant decrease in PNN density in S1FL
of SW compared with NW (Fig. 4C’; Table 1, columns 5,
7). This is the first report, to our knowledge, of decreases
in PNN density in a social behavior context in adult
brains. Together, these results suggest that PNN density
changes in adult females, in a hemisphere-specific and
subregion-specific manner that is conducive for experi-
ence-dependent plasticity.

Appropriate PNN expression in SS1 is dependent on
MECP2
MECP2 is thought to regulate experience-dependent

plasticity mechanisms in an epigenetic manner, in early
postnatal development and in adulthood (Guy et al., 2001;
Dani et al., 2005; Muotri et al., 2010; Cohen et al., 2011b;
Noutel et al., 2011; Durand et al., 2012; Gabel et al., 2015;
Krishnan et al., 2015, 2017; Lagger et al., 2017; Morello et
al., 2018; Picard and Fagiolini, 2019). We previously
tested this hypothesis, using an alloparental care para-
digm, and found that Mecp2-Het adult females were in-
efficient at pup retrieval (Krishnan et al., 2017). In this
study, we identified atypical and transient increases in
PNN density in the auditory cortex of SH, leading to al-
tered responses of PV1 neurons to auditory cues in SH
(Lau et al., 2020). Here, we sought to determine whether
SS1 of SH exhibited similar alterations in PNN density
in subregion-specific ways. Comparing NH to SH, we
noticed no significant differences in PNN density in
whole SS1 (Fig. 5A, similar to WT in Fig. 2D), or within
hemispheres of SS1 (Fig. 5B, unlike WT in Fig. 2E).
There were no significant changes in SS1 area between
NH and SH (Fig. 5C, unlike SW in Fig. 2F). However, an
increased SS1 area in left versus right hemisphere of
SH was noted (Fig. 5D).
For PNN density analysis across medial-lateral axis

(Fig. 6), PNN density was similar between NH and SH
along this axis (Fig. 6A, light blue lines), with significantly
more PNNs in the lateral regions than the medial regions
within conditions (gray p value for NH, black p value for
SH). Within NH, there was no difference between left and
right hemispheres along medial-lateral axis (Fig. 6B, light
blue lines). Again, lateral regions expressed significantly
more PNNs than the medial regions within each hemi-
sphere (gray p value for NH-L, black p value for NH-R).
After surrogacy, SH exhibited significantly more dynamic
changes in PNN density across medial-lateral axis be-
tween left and right hemisphere (Fig. 6C, light blue lines).
Moreover, while PNN densities in lateral and medial re-
gions were not significantly different in SH-R (black p
value), lateral regions of SH-L had significantly more
PNNs than the its medial regions (gray p value).
When we compared PNN density between genotypes,

WT and Het (Table 1; Fig. 7), we noticed significant hemi-
sphere-specific and subregion-specific differences, with

Figure 4. PNN density varies across subregions of WT SS1.
(A–C) Analysis of both hemispheres for SS1 barrel field
(S1BF, A), dysgranular zone (S1DZ, B) and forelimb (S1FL,
C) revealed no significant differences between NW and SW
(S1BF: NW – n = 131 images, SW - n = 168 images; S1DZ:
NW � n = 22 images, SW – n = 35 images; S1FL: NW � n =
35 images, SW � n = 46 images; 5 mice per condition;
Mann-Whitney test, p . 0.05, n.s. = not significant). (A9–C9)
Analysis of sub regional SS1 by hemispheres revealed dy-
namic changes in PNN expression. In S1BF (A9), a signifi-
cant increase of PNN expression was detected in the right
hemisphere of SW (SW-R) compared to NW (NW-R) (NW-L:
n = 65 images; NW-R: n = 66 images; SW-L: n = 85 images;
SW-R: n = 83 images). In S1DZ (B9), while no significant dif-
ference was observed in PNN density between hemi-
spheres in NW, there was a significant increase of PNN
density in the right hemisphere (SW-R) compared to the left
(SW-L) (NW-L: n = 8 images; NW-R: n = 14 images; SW-L: n
= 18 images; SW-R: n = 17 images). A similar pattern of
PNN plasticity was also detected in S1FL (C9), where PNN
density was significantly increased in the right hemisphere
than the left of SW. Interestingly, SW-L exhibited signifi-
cantly lower PNN density compared to NW-L (Figure 4C9;
NW-L: n = 13 images; NW-R: n = 22 images; SW-L: n = 21
images; SW-R: n = 25 images). For A9-C9, 5 mice per condi-
tion; Kruskal-Wallis followed by Dunn’s test, *p , 0.05, ***p
, 0.001, n.s. = not significant.
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the maintenance of medial-lateral axis. NH had increased
PNN density over NW across medial-lateral axis (Fig. 7A)
and significant differences between genotypes after sur-
rogacy (SW vs SH) in lateral sections (Fig. 7D, light blue
line). S1 was an exception, which showed statistical sig-
nificance, though the mean density was similar (Table 1).
This is likely due to differential distribution of PNN density
(Fig. 8).
In the left hemisphere, NH and SH (Fig. 7B,E, re-

spectively) had significantly higher PNN density in the
lateral sections, compared with NW and SW, respec-
tively. No significant differences were observed be-
tween genotypes in the right hemisphere (Fig. 7C,F).
While analyzing subregions, in the left hemisphere, NH
had increased PNN density in S1BF and S1J, com-
pared with NW (Table 1, columns 5, 6). SH had in-
creased PNN density in only S1FL, compared with SW
(Table 1, columns 7, 8). In the right hemisphere, NH
had increased PNN density in S1BF, S1J, and S1,
compared with NW. SH had increased PNN density in

S1J and S1, compared with SW. Surrogacy correlated
with higher PNN density in only right hemisphere of WT
S1BF (NW-R vs SW-R; also Fig. 2E), while this was not
seen in Het (NH vs SH), with NH-R already exhibiting
high PNN densitycompared with NW-R (Table 1, col-
umns 9, 10). S1ULp showed higher PNN density in SH-
R compared with NH-R (Table 1, columns 10, 12),
which was not observed in WT. Taken together, these
results suggest that MECP2 regulates dynamic PNN
expression, which is then important for appropriate
maternal behavior.
Comparing the hemispheres within genotypes, NW and

NH did not have significant differences in PNN density in
subregions. However, PNN density increased in the right
hemisphere of S1FL and S1DZ in both SW and SH (Table
1) compared with SW-L and SH-L, respectively. These re-
sults suggest a preserved common experience-depend-
ent plasticity mechanism activation in these regions
within the right hemisphere across genotypes in similar
social contexts.

Table 1: Average high-intensity PNN density across subregions and hemispheres of the SS1 before and after maternal be-
havior experience

Regions Whole brain Left hemisphere Right hemisphere

NW NH SW SH NW-L NH-L SW-L SH-L NW-R NH-R SW-R SH-R

S1BF 26.6 6 3.5e 56.0 6 6.6e 44.4 6 5.8 47.0 6 5.4 31.7 6 5.9f 41.0 6 5.9f 36.1 6 7.8 37.6 6 5.4 21.4 6 3.6g,h 72.2 6 11.9g 52.8 6 8.4h 56.3 6 9.3

S1ULp 28.3 6 4.8o 47.0 6 8.1o 37.9 6 5.7 52.9 6 7.6 33.4 6 7.3 45.3 6 8.2 29.1 6 6.7 44.2 6 9.7 23.5 6 6.3 49.2 6 15.2p 38.9 6 8.0 62.5 6 11.8p

S1FL 17.0 6 5.0 20.9 6 4.0 19.8 6 6.2 18.4 6 3.6 10.6 6 4.2s 20.8 6 5.0 3.2 6 1.3s,t,u 8.1 6 2.2t,v 20.8 6 7.5 21.0 6 6.4 33.8 6 10.7u 30.6 6 6.6v

S1J 2.5 6 0.8i 4.2 6 0.9i 6.7 6 3.6 8.4 6 2.0 4.0 6 1.6k 5.2 6 1.4k,l 9.0 6 6.8 3.6 6 1.2l 1.3 6 0.4m 3.0 6 0.7m 4.2 6 1.3n 14.0 6 3.9n

S1 6.5 6 0.9a 16.7 6 2.8a 14.4 6 3.7b 14.4 6 2.1b 7.0 6 1.6 11.4 6 2.5 16.7 6 6.6 11.4 6 2.1 6.0 6 1.0c 22.5 6 5.0c 12.3 6 3.2d 17.5 6 3.6d

S1DZ 5.4 6 1.7 9.1 6 2.6 8.0 6 2.3 12.7 6 3.5 3.2 6 2.0 7.4 6 3.4 2.8 6 1.2q 6.7 6 4.0r 6.6 6 2.4 10.1 6 3.8 13.4 6 4.3q 20.6 6 5.6r

NW, NH, SW and SH are the four different conditions. Primary somatosensory cortex subregions: S1BF, S1ULp, S1FL, S1J, S1, and S1DZ. Significant differen-
ces are denoted between genotypes by shading (E.g., NW vs NH), between hemispheres of the same condition by bold lettering, and between Naïve and
Surrogate in the same genotype by bold borders. Each letter pair corresponds to statistically significant differences between two conditions. Numbers corre-
spond to average PNN density with standard error mean across multiple sections. N = 8–85 images for hemisphere analysis, 123-168 images for combined hemi-
sphere analysis; 5 mice per condition; Kruskal-Wallis followed by Dunn’s test.

Figure 5. Hemisphere-specific PNN density changes are not conserved in Mecp2Het after maternal behavior. (A) Combined hemi-
spheric analysis of PNN density of SS1 did not reveal significant changes between naïve Het (NH, n = 123 images) and surrogate
Het (SH, n = 162 images) (Mann-Whitney test, p . 0.05). (B) Analysis of PNN density between hemispheres of SS1 revealed no sig-
nificant difference between conditions or within hemispheres of naïve or surrogate Het (n = 54–82 images; Kruskal-Wallis followed
by Dunn’s test, p . 0.05). (C) Analysis of SS1 area in both hemispheres revealed no significant changes after maternal learning (NH:
n = 123 images; SH: n = 162 images; Mann-Whitney test, p . 0.05). (D) Area analysis by hemispheres reveal that left hemisphere of
SH (SH-L) was significantly larger than the right hemisphere of SH (SH-R). This hemispheric area bias was absent in NH (n = 54–82
images; Kruskal-Wallis followed by Dunn’s test, **p , 0.01). n.s. = not significant. 5 mice per condition.
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PCA identifies lateral-medial and hemisphere-specific
changes in PNN expression
Because of the increasing number of variables being

compared, we chose an unsupervised statistical proce-
dure called Principal Component Analysis (PCA), com-
monly used in genomics/transcriptomics analysis, to
determine whether patterns emerge from the PNN density
data. PCA takes a set of measurements across samples
and identifies the measurements that best capture the
variation among the samples. It results in a set of uncorre-
lated components (called principal components) that
each capture an orthogonal aspect of the differences
across the samples. As input to PCA, we used PNN den-
sities across individual sections and map numbers (repre-
sented as lateral coordinates) across all conditions in the
five cohorts. If multiple sections per map number were
present, values were averaged across sections to give a
single density value.
In the first analysis (Fig. 9A,B), we sought to determine

whether the PNN patterns segregated primarily by cohort
or condition (genotype and experience). We preserved
data for each individual brain and performed PCA on PNN
densities averaged across every set of two adjacent map
regions. By examining the projection of each individual
onto the first and second principal components, we found
that, while there is biological variability between cohorts,
the individuals in a given cohort did not cluster separately
from one another in this unsupervised analysis (Fig. 9A,
left), suggesting that technical variability in processing
samples across five cohorts is not the primary driver of

PNN density differences. This is an important control to
assess technical or biological variability in this data.
Instead, the first principal component (PC1), which ex-
plains 40% of the variation in the data (Fig. 9A, right,
inset), distinguished the SH PNN density patterns from all
others, especially NH (Fig. 9A, right). We then examined
the weights of each brain region in PC1 to determine
which regions are most important for capturing the differ-
ences between SH and NH. The weights of each section
in PC1 (and PC2) shows a left-right asymmetry and in-
creasing weights for lateral versus medial sections, con-
firming our previous observations (Fig. 9B). The findings
from our first PCA confirms that variations among mice
are resulting from genetic and/or environmental differen-
ces and not technical biases. The results further validate
our previous observations of asymmetry in PNN density
of left and right hemispheres, augmentation of PNN den-
sity in lateral sections, and altered SH PNN density
patterns.
In the second PCA (Fig. 9C,D), we sought to determine

the major PNN density patterns that distinguish geno-
types and conditions. Instead of averaging map numbers
as in the previous analysis, we preserved data for each
map number and averaged across the five cohorts for
each condition and then performed PCA to determine the
major distinguishing patterns. This analysis revealed pat-
terns of PNN density that best distinguish NH versus SH
(PC1) and SW versus SH (PC2; Fig. 9C,D). These PC pat-
terns also reflect the medial/lateral and left/right asymme-
tries, thus confirming the anatomic and neurobiological

Figure 6. Overall patterns of PNN density across medial-lateral axis is preserved in Mecp2Het. (A) Similar to NW-SW in Figure 3, NH
and SH displayed significant increase of PNN density in lateral sections compared to the medial sections of the same condition
(grey p value denotes NH: n = 23 images for medial, 27 images for lateral; black p value denotes SH: n = 36 images for medial, 25
images for lateral). Along the sub regions encompassing the medial-lateral axis, there was no significant difference between NH and
SH, represented by the light blue lines (medial: n = 42 images for NH, 59 images for SH; middle: n = 37 images for NH, 55 images
for SH; lateral: n = 44 images for NH, 48 images for SH). N = 5–22 images per map coordinate. (B) Within hemispheres of NH, statis-
tical analysis of the lateral sections of the right (NH-R, black p value) and the left (NH-L, grey p value) showed significantly higher
PNN density than their medial sections (NH-L: n = 9 images for medial, 16 images for lateral; NH-R: n = 14 images for medial, 11 im-
ages for lateral). There was no significant difference between hemispheres along the medial-lateral axis (medial: n = 23 images for L,
19 images for R; middle: n = 17 images for L, 20 images for R; lateral: n = 29 images for L, 15 images for R). (C) A different pattern
of hemisphere-specific differences was observed in SH. SH-R did not display significant difference between medial and lateral sec-
tions, while SH-L did (grey p value denotes SH-L: n = 9 images in lateral, n = 20 images for medial; black p value denotes SH-R: n =
16 images for both lateral and medial). Statistical comparison between hemispheres revealed dynamic differences across medial-
lateral axis, with SH-R had significantly higher PNN density than SH-L in medial and middle regions, while SH-L had significantly
higher PNN density in the lateral regions (light blue lines; medial: n = 29 images for L, 30 images for R; middle: n = 31 images for L,
24 images for R; lateral: n = 20 images for L, 28 images for R). For A–C, lines represent mean values. Each dot represents PNN
density in an individual section. Mann-Whitney test: *p , 0.05, **p , 0.01, ***p , 0.001, ****p , 0.0001, n.s. = not significant, 5 mice
per condition. For B–C, n = 1–12 images per map coordinate.
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distinctions in the previous figures. Overall, we observe
that unsupervised analysis identifies these lateral/medial
and left/right asymmetries as the major pattern that char-
acterizes the differences in PNN distribution between ex-
perience and genotype.

Individual mice exhibit strong laterality for PNN
expression
As the previous data were an aggregate/average of five

biological replicates, we were interested in determining
whether hemispheric biases in PNN density were seen in
individual mice. For each mouse, we normalized PNN
density of left hemisphere to the right hemisphere (Fig.
10). In SS1 as a whole, a modest left hemisphere bias was
seen in three out of five mice across conditions and geno-
types (Fig. 10A). Higher differences in left hemisphere
bias is seen in subregions such as S1BF (Fig. 10B) and
S1ULp (Fig. 10C). Interestingly, a decrease in the left

Figure 7. Left hemispheres of naïve and surrogate Mecp2Het have higher PNN density in the most lateral sections, compared to the
wildtype counterparts. (A) Combined hemispheres of NH had significantly higher PNN density than NW, in the middle and lateral
sections. No significant difference was observed in the most medial sections (medial: n = 40 images for NW, 42 images for NH; mid-
dle: n = 32 images for NW, 37 images for NH; lateral: n = 52 images for NW, 44 images for NH). (B) Comparing left hemisphere PNN
density between NW and NH, NH had significantly higher PNN density in the most lateral sections, with no significant differences in
the more medial sections (medial: n = 18 images for NW-L, 23 images for NH-L; middle: n = 15 images for NW-L, 17 images for NH-
L; lateral: n = 26 images for NW-L, 29 images for NH-L). (C) There were no significant differences in the right hemisphere between
NW and NH, suggesting the PNN expression in the subregions of the lateral sections of the left hemisphere are particularly dysregu-
lated in NH (medial: n = 22 images for NW-R, 19 images for NH-R; middle: n = 18 images for NW-R, 20 images for NH-R; lateral: n
= 26 images for NW-R, 15 images for NH-R). (D) SH exhibited higher PNN density over SW only in the most lateral regions (medial:
n = 62 images for SW, 59 images for SH; middle: n = 46 images for SW, 55 images for SH; lateral: n = 56 images for SW, 48 images
for SH). (E) Similar to naïve conditions, only the lateral sections in left hemisphere of SH had significantly higher PNN density than
the same regions of SW (medial: n = 28 images for SW-L, 29 images for SH-L; middle: n = 24 images for SW-L, 31 images for SH-L;
lateral: n = 30 images for SW-L, 20 images for SH-L). (F) No significant differences between SW and SH were found in the right
hemisphere (medial: n = 34 images for SW-R, 30 images for SH-R; middle: n = 22 images for SW-R, 24 images for SH-R; lateral: n =
26 images for SW-R, 28 images for SH-R). For A-F, lines represent the mean values. Each dot represents PNN density in an individ-
ual section. Mann-Whitney test, *p , 0.05, **p , 0.01, ****p , 0.0001, n.s. = not significant. 5 mice per condition. For A and D, n =
5-24 images per map coordinate. For B–C and E–F, n = 1–13 images per map coordinate.

Figure 8. Significant difference in S1 PNN density between SH
and SW in Table 1 due to differential distribution. Histogram analy-
sis showed that SW had more occurrences of 0 PNN density com-
pared to SH, as shown by black dot (SW) above grey dot (SH). SH
had more occurrences of 20–80 PNN density than SW, as shown
by grey dots (SH) above black dots (SW). The average PNN density
values of SW (n = 160 images) and SH (n = 152 images) are similar
(Table 1) (5 mice per condition), but they are statistically different
due to this differential distribution of data.
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hemisphere bias was observed in most of the SH mice
(Fig. 10A–C), suggesting that SH brains have intact plas-
ticity mechanisms that can be triggered by this social ma-
ternal experience to overcome the abnormal high PNN
density lateralization in NH. Together, these results show
that individual mice have differing hemispheric bias in

PNN density in SS1, which may contribute, in a MECP2-
dependent manner, to individual variability in responding
to and consolidating new tasks involved in tactile
sensation.
Mecp2 is a X-linked gene. It is possible that skewed

MECP2 expression could lead to the individual variability

Figure 9. Principal component analysis of PNN expression segregates by conditions, lateral/medial axis and hemispheres. (A) The
projection of each individual brain onto PC1 and 2. These PCs are defined by relative weights of the different brain regions – all of
the weights for PC1 and 2 are shown in B. (Left) Individuals are colored by cohort with symbol shapes corresponding to their geno-
type and experience condition. (Right) Individuals are colored by K-means clustering assignment, showing that the primary separa-
tion is SH from the rest of the conditions. While PC1 tends to distinguish surrogates from naïve (in particular, surrogate het from all
others), the PCA itself is an unbiased analysis that is not designed to calculate the differences in “NH vs. SH”. Rather, the PC1 rep-
resents the combination of factors that are the largest source of variation among all the samples. The PC1 itself is fully defined by
the weights of the different brain sections. Inset shows the % variance explained by the different PCs, with PC1 explaining the most
variance. (B) Weights for each brain region for principal component (PC) 1 (left panel) and 2 (right panel) from the analysis in (A). The
map regions (corresponding lateral coordinates) with strongest positive and negative values contribute most strongly to the variation
between individuals. The weights show a trend from medial to lateral, showing the differences in laterality are the largest source of
variation in the data. (C) As in B, weights for each brain region for PC1 (left panel) and 2 (right panel) are shown, in this case for PCA
on data in which all cohorts were averaged for each condition. (D) Conditions projected onto PC1 show a separation of NH from the
rest while PC2 axis shows a separation of SH from SW.
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seen in the NH and SH, though this explanation does not
apply to the variability seen in the WT as well. Initial obser-
vation of individual sections for all ten NH and SH brains
did not show patchy, but salt-and-pepper expression of
MECP2, in agreement with other work (Metcalf et al.,
2006; Rietveld et al., 2015; for review, see Ribeiro and
MacDonald, 2020), especially in the age of our mice used
in the study (7–12weeks old). However, we did find left-
right asymmetry in MECP2 expression in both NH (Fig.
11A’’,B’’,D’’,E’’) and SH (Fig. 12A’’,B’’,C’’,E’’) brains. We
also found left-right asymmetry in MECP2 expression in
both NW (Fig. 13, to varying degrees in most animals) and
SW (Fig. 14A’’,B’’,E’’). Together, these results suggest
variable MECP2 expression between hemispheres in the
same brain of either genotype (WT, Het) or condition
(Naive, Sur).

Discussion
Given the long-standing and revitalized interest in ex-

tracellular matrix structures in the brain, we sought to sys-
tematically characterize high-intensity PNN expression in
the whole SS1 in a model of adult experience-dependent
plasticity, in relevant social behavioral conditions. To our
knowledge, this is the first systematic characterization of
PNN expression in the adult SS1 with detailed information
about subregions and laterality in individual mice.
In early postnatal cortical development, expression of

PNNs increases progressively with the maturation of that
network. An excellent example is the primary visual cortex
where the developmental increase of PNNs is regulated
by visual experience (Beurdeley et al., 2012; Hou et al.,
2017). PNNs in mature primary visual cortex mainly sur-
round the soma and proximal dendrites of PV1 interneur-
ons (Hartig et al., 1992; Celio, 1993; Ueno et al., 2018).
Mature PNNs are thought to be inhibitory for experience-
dependent plasticity, as their increase in developing pri-
mary visual cortex correlates with the termination of the
critical period and PNN removal in adult primary visual
cortex restores plasticity, as measured by ocular domi-
nance plasticity assays (Pizzorusso et al., 2002, 2006;
Bavelier et al., 2010). These and studies in other brain re-
gions (amygdala, hippocampus, piriform, and auditory
cortex) have suggested that PNNs are stable, long-term
structures (Sorg et al., 2016; Miyata and Kitagawa, 2017;

Ueno et al., 2019). Experiments involving the enzymatic
removal of PNN by chondroitinase ABC (ChABC) or hyalu-
ronidase injections in amygdala, hippocampus, piriform
and auditory cortices have shown that synaptic plasticity
can be reactivated (Pizzorusso et al., 2002; Gogolla et al.,
2009; Kochlamazashvili et al., 2010; Banerjee et al., 2017;
Krishnan et al., 2017; Thompson et al., 2018).
A word of caution: due to ease of immunostaining with

WFA and manipulation experiments with ChABC, many
studies now employ PNNs as markers for plasticity. Our
characterization in adult brains shows that these structures
are dynamic and have hemisphere-specific and subre-
gion-specific expression, hinting at potential neural cir-
cuitry mechanisms involving laterality in mice. Systematic
and careful analysis must be taken to fully characterize
PNN expression in experimental design rather than
using standard “representative” sample approaches in
immunostaining.

What governs PNN dynamics in adults?
Matrix metallopeptides and proteases are known to

assist in remodeling extracellular matrix structures (Lu
et al., 2011; Miyata and Kitagawa, 2017; Bozzelli et al.,
2018). However, the contexts and mechanisms for in-
ducing remodeling in adult brains are currently unclear.
Some regional and temporal changes in PNN density
have been described before (Ueno et al., 2018, 2019).
However, systematic, finer scale whole-brain analysis
of WFA expression across entire brain regions during
development and adulthood has not been performed.
Our study suggests PNNs, as measured by WFA immu-
nostaining, may not be stable and static structures as
once thought. In this study, we show that high-intensity
PNNs of SS1 exhibit increased and decreased expres-
sion in a subregion-specific, hemisphere-specific man-
ner, after maternal behavior experience. Currently,
these differences in PNN expression between naive and
Sur occur over one to two weeks (3–5 d before pups are
born plus 6 d of behavior before mice are perfused). The
rate of PNN formation and remodeling, which might ulti-
mately affect tactile perception and efficient pup re-
trieval, remains unknown.
In the Paxinos and Franklin atlas, anatomic subregions

were classified based on structural connectivity studies.
Based on these anatomic characterizations, we speculate

Figure 10. Individual brains exhibit differential hemispheric bias in PNN density in specific subregions of SS1. (A–C) For each brain,
PNN density from the left hemisphere was normalized to the right hemisphere. This left-right hemisphere normalization revealed
varying patterns of cortical asymmetry. (A) In SS1, three NW brains exhibit left hemisphere bias of 2-fold. In SW, left hemisphere
bias is seen in 2 brains (black, red). Two NH brains exhibit large fold differences favoring left hemisphere (red, blue circles). In SH,
no brains display cortical asymmetry. Similar trends with larger fold differences are seen in S1BF (B) and S1ULp (C).
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that changes in PNN density in specific subregions could
impact information processing. For example, when
NW female mice learn maternal behavior to become Sur,
there is higher PNN density in the right S1BF, with a

concomitant lower PNN density in left S1FL (Fig. 15, col-
ors within IV), suggesting that these changes contribute
to solidifying new synaptic contacts in S1BF, while pro-
moting remodeling in S1FL. Together, these changes

Figure 11. Hemispheric bias for MECP2 expression in individual NH brains. (A–E, A9–E9) Representative 20X magnification, tiled
projection epifluorescent images showing MECP2 expression in left (A–E) and right (A9–E9) SS1 of NH from cohorts 1-5. R = rostral,
C = caudal, D = dorsal and V = ventral. (A99–E99) Percentage cumulative frequency distribution of MECP2 intensity within left (grey)
and right (black) SS1 of the corresponding NH cohorts. Cohort 1 (A99) expressed more MECP2 in the right hemisphere than the left.
Cohorts 2, 4–5 (B99, D99–E99, respectively) expressed more MECP2 in the left hemisphere than the right, while cohort 3 (C99) showed
similar MECP2 expression in both hemispheres. A.U. = arbitrary intensity unit. N = 1 image per hemisphere.
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Figure 12. Hemispheric bias for MECP2 expression in individual SH brains. (A–E, A9-E9) Representative 20X magnification, tiled
projection epifluorescent images showing MECP2 expression in left (A–E) and right (A9-E9) SS1 of SH from cohorts 1-5. R = rostral,
C = caudal, D = dorsal and V = ventral. (A99-E99) Percentage cumulative frequency distribution of MECP2 intensity within left (grey)
and right (black) SS1 of the corresponding SH cohorts. Cohort 1 and 3 (A99 and C99, respectively) expressed more MECP2 in the
right hemisphere than the left. Cohorts 2 and 5 (B99 and E99, respectively) expressed slightly more MECP2 in the left hemisphere
than the right, while cohort 4 (D99) showed similar MECP2 expression in both hemispheres. A.U. = arbitrary intensity unit. N = 1
image per hemisphere.
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could ultimately help process new tactile information re-
lated to pups and the mother acquired by the whiskers
and forelimbs. Furthermore, right hemisphere specific
PNN increases in S1FL and S1DZ suggests specific

rewiring in subregions that could contribute to efficient
information processing associated with laterality and
dominant hemispheres (Fig. 15, arrows within IV). The
observed fine-scale changes in PNN expression in the

Figure 13. Hemispheric bias for MECP2 expression in individual NW brains. (A–E, A9–E9) Representative 20X magnification, tiled
projection epifluorescent images showing MECP2 expression in left (A–E) and right (A9–E9) SS1 of NW from cohorts 1-5. R = rostral,
C = caudal, D = dorsal and V = ventral. (A99–E99) Percentage cumulative frequency distribution of MECP2 intensity within left (grey)
and right (black) SS1 of the corresponding NW cohorts. Cohort 1 and 4 (A99 and D99, respectively) expressed more MECP2 in the
right hemisphere than the left. Cohorts 2, 3 and 5 (B99, C99 and E99, respectively) expressed more MECP2 in the left hemisphere than
the right. A.U. = arbitrary intensity unit. N = 1 image per hemisphere.
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adult SS1 before and after maternal behavior experi-
ence suggest specific hypotheses about connectivity
and functional changes in subregions, specifically in
barrel field and upper lip subregions of both

hemispheres. In vivo electrophysiological and/or imag-
ing studies, which measure dynamics of neural circuitry
activation and processing in intact brains, would help
prove these hypotheses.

Figure 14. Hemispheric bias for MECP2 expression in individual SW brains. (A–E, A9–E9) Representative 20X magnification, tiled
projection epifluorescent images showing MECP2 expression in left (A–E) and right (A9–E9) SS1 of SW from cohorts 1-5. R = rostral,
C = caudal, D = dorsal and V = ventral. (A99–E99) Percentage cumulative frequency distribution of MECP2 intensity within left (grey)
and right (black) SS1 of the corresponding SW cohorts. Cohort 1 and 2 (A99 and B99, respectively) expressed more MECP2 in the
right hemisphere than the left. MECP2 expressions in Cohorts 3-5 (C99-E99) were similar between left and right hemispheres. A.U. =
arbitrary intensity unit. N = 1 image per hemisphere.
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This idea of lateralization3 of function in the rodent
brain has been a topic of longstanding yet of sporadic in-
terest in the field (Glick and Ross, 1981; Kim et al., 2012
Lu et al., 2011; Miyata and Kitagawa, 2017; Soma et al.,
2017). However, the underlying cellular mechanisms gov-
erning laterality are unknown. Our novel finding that PNNs
are expressed in a lateralized manner in mouse SS1
suggests that the lateralized expression could contrib-
ute to functional specialization. Pharmacological ma-
nipulations of removing PNNs unilaterally in SS1
subregions and exploring the functional consequences
via electrophysiological and behavioral studies are on-
going. Previously we showed that, in this adult female
mouse model for Rett syndrome (Het), PNNs were in-
creased in a transient atypical manner in the auditory
cortex, which correlated with their inefficient pup re-
trieval (Krishnan et al., 2017). Manipulating auditory
cortex PNNs by ChABC injections or genetic reduc-
tions in Het significantly improved aspects of SH

pup retrieval behavior, showing
that PNNs play crucial roles in
learning and executing this be-
havior (Krishnan et al., 2017). We
recently showed that aberrant
PNN expression leads to dysre-
gulation of auditory cortical PV
networks in Het, while beha-
viorally-relevant pup vocalization
stimuli were presented during in
vivo awake electrophysiological
recordings (Lau et al., 2020).
Here, we showed that NH already
have abnormal increased PNN
expression in subregions of SS1
compared with NW (Fig. 15, II),
and surrogacy further increased
PNN expressions (Fig. 15, III).
Current results suggest informa-
tion flow, network activation and
multisensory integration could be
affected in Het, in specific cortical
regions such as SS1 and auditory
cortex (Krishnan et al., 2017;
Morello et al., 2018; Lau et al.,
2020). Further whole brain analy-
sis on laterality in PNN density in
the auditory cortex is warranted,
especially due to reports sug-
gesting left hemisphere-specific
neural circuitry activation (Ehret
et al., 1987; Stiebler et al., 1997;
Marlin et al., 2015).

What regulates expression of
PNN proteins?
Changes in PNN expression in

the early developing cortex corre-
lates with the increasing expres-
sion of MECP2, PV, and other
components of the GABAergic
machinery in PV1 GABAergic

neurons (Krishnan et al., 2015). Expression of MECP2, PV
(calcium binding protein), GAD67 (major enzyme that
makes GABA in the cortex) and PNNs can dynamically
change with activity, in both developing and adult brains
(Ye and Miao, 2013; Krishnan et al., 2015, 2017). MECP2
directly occupies the promoter regions of Gad1 (gene that
makes GAD67) and PV (Chao et al., 2010; Durand et al.,
2012), thus potentially configuring chromatin in these pro-
moter and enhancer regions for appropriate activity-de-
pendent and experience-dependent regulation. MECP2
regulates many genes (Cohen et al., 2011b; Gabel et al.,
2015); therefore, genes encoding for PNN proteins could
also be regulated by MECP2. Previously, we showed that
the expression of mature PNNs is accelerated in the de-
veloping male Mecp2-null primary visual cortex (Krishnan
et al., 2015), suggesting MECP2 could act as a repressor
of PNNs. However, reducing GABAergic inhibition by
using a Gad1 Het allele in Mecp2-mutant backgrounds

Figure 15. Summary of changes in PNN density between genotypes in maternal behavior
context. (Quadrants I-IV) The changes in PNN density (grey and black shading) marked in-
side the brain slices denote comparisons between conditions connected by outside arrows
between brain schemas. Arrows inside the brain schemas indicate hemispheric differences
within genotype, with arrowheads pointing to the hemisphere with the higher PNN density.
(IVàI) Comparing SW to NW, PNN density is increased in right S1BF (black) and decreased
in left S1FL (blue) regions of SW. Within SW, PNN density is higher in the right hemisphere,
particularly in S1FL and S1DZ. Taken together, PNN density changes in these particular
subregions could contribute to tactile perception in SW, ultimately leading to efficient pup
retrieval. (IIàI) NH has increased PNN density in specific subregions compared to the NW,
suggesting possible tactile perception issues before maternal experience, which could con-
tribute to Mecp2Het’S inefficient pup retrieval performance. (IIIàII) SH has increased PNN
density in the right S1ULp (black) and decreased PNN density in left S1J (blue), compared
to NH, suggesting possible compensatory plasticity mechanisms after maternal experience
in Mecp2Het. SH also displays higher right hemisphere PNN density in S1FL and S1DZ than
its left hemisphere, similar to SW, suggesting that right hemisphere-specific increases in
PNNs in S1FL and S1DZ might be important for processing tactile information during pup
retrieval task.
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reduced PNN expression to WT levels (Krishnan et al.,
2015, 2017), suggesting that expression of the extracellu-
lar matrix proteins that ultimately form PNNs may not re-
quire direct control of MECP2 and is amenable to change
with dynamic inhibition changes.

Mosaicism in MECP2 expression andHet variability
Most previous studies in mouse models of RTT were

conducted in Mecp2-null male mice, because they exhibit
earlier and more severe phenotypes in many standard as-
says. Therefore, with the exception of a few studies
(Stearns et al., 2007; Garg et al., 2013; Samaco et al.,
2013; Ribeiro and MacDonald, 2020), the molecular, circuit
and behavioral defects inMecp2Het female mice are largely
unknown. Since RTT affects predominantly females,
Mecp2Het female mice represent a more translationally rel-
evant model of RTT than Mecp2-null male mice, though
they are rarely used in studies due to random X chromo-
some inactivation patterns contributing to variability in phe-
notypes. In the alloparental behavioral model, we have
shown that even with mosaic expression of MECP2 in the
auditory cortex of Het, higher MECP2 expression corre-
lates well with better efficiency during pup gathering be-
havior (Krishnan et al., 2017). MECP2 is known to have
different levels in different cell types (Lioy et al., 2011; Lee
et al., 2014; Song et al., 2014; Rakela et al., 2018). MECP2
protein function can be regulated by activity-dependent
post-translational mechanisms (Cohen et al., 2011b; Ebert
et al., 2013; Gabel et al., 2015); however, these studies do
not take laterality or regional differences into account.
Here, we find that MECP2 expression is asymmetric be-
tween left and right hemispheres of SS1, in both WT and
Het with individual variations across brains (Figs. 11–14).
These results suggest a more in-depth and systematic
analysis is required to determine how variable MECP2 ex-
pression in hemispheres, subregions and cell types over
time could result in diverse phenotypes. Maternal or pater-
nal allele activation in individual cells should also be taken
into consideration, as it could contribute to laterality in
CNS cell types (Wu et al., 2014).
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